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Market Comment:
More of the same on the Belgrade Exchange. Belex15
lost 0.80% while Belexline shed 0.37%. NIS is the only
big name that traded, this time two thirds of the entire
equity volume. We are seeing resistance at the 950 RSD
level.
In total, Belex traded €300k. We expect the
market to continue in the same direction today.

BELEX15

Economy News
IMF warning fiscal gap too large: If no action is taken, budget
deficit will hit 8% of GDP
The IMF ended their two week long examination of the patient with
the following verdict: if nothing is done on the fiscal consolidation,
by the end of 2013 the budget deficit will reach 8% of the GDP and
public debt will be at more than 65% of the GDP. Saving
measures need to be taken immediately and they should include at
least freezing state controlled salaries and pensions. After the IMF
warning, Serbian first deputy PM, and the de-facto most powerful
politician today Aleksandar Vucic stated that cuts in the public
sector will have to be made. This was rebuffed by the other deputy
Mr. Krkobabic, (coalition ally of the prime minister Dacic) who said
that pensions cannot be lowered. In any case some decisions will
have to be made soon, otherwise we may have elections sooner
rather than later. IMF also said that monetary easing can only be
contemplated after the fiscal situation is stabilized. State owned
banks should be restructured or shut down and pension and labour
reforms should be initiated. The financial system is, according to
the IMF- stable. They also reiterated Serbia’s need to concentrate
on
export
oriented
businesses.
Analyst:
Ivan
Radovic,
(ivan.radovic@eurobank.rs, tel: +381 11 3027 533)
*multiples refer to Eurobank Brokerage Universe
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